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The Conwell-Egan dorm students
watched the musical, QUEEN ESTHER, at
Sight & Sound Theatre, which is located
in Lancaster, PA. Sight & Sound Theatre
is a state-of-the-art theater featuring a
massive, panoramic stage that wraps
around the audience on three sides. 
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By Jiwoo Son

QUEEN ESTHER is a based on the story
of Esther in the Bible. The 2-hour long
show illustrated how Hadassah, an
ordinary Hebrew woman, became
Queen Esther of Persia and thwarted
the genocide of her people. Throughout
the musical, they learned the power of
courage that God gives to people, which
was the theme of the show. The dorm
students enjoyed the show which had
magnificent music and splendid actors
that surrounded them on the large and
elaborate stage. It was a great time for
the dorm students to experience a large
musical with a biblical theme and
culture.



Spirit Night
2021 

 

Conwell-Egan dorm students participated in Spirit Night 2021, which is
one of the most well-known and long-running traditions at CEC. Starting
from January, students practiced and rehearsed for months, just for
these three, special nights that showcase their school spirit and
creativity. The dorm students participated in three dances: Titanic,
Scooby-Doo, and The Pirates of the Caribbean. From fully choreographed
dances to custom-made costumes and 50-foot murals depicting a
"HOLLYWOOD" theme, Spirit Night was one of the most anticipated and
well-attended student-run events of the year.
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 By Rian Lee



Conwell-Egan dorm students visited Johns
Hopkins University, which is a private
research university located in Baltimore,
Maryland. The school was founded in 1876,
and named after its first benefactor Johns
Hopkins. Some of the most popular majors
include Public Health, Neuroscience and
Neurobiology, and Cellular Biology. 

COLLEGE TOUR:COLLEGE TOUR:

By Hyowoo Nam

The students walked through the
campus and spent some time
taking pictures. Everyone loved
the red-brick buildings and tree-
lined pathways, which made the
campus look like a park. They
also had the chance to see the
iconic clock tower and observe
how the students enjoy their free
time on campus. It was a great
opportunity for the students that
gave them a taste of what it's like
to be a student at Johns Hopkins
University.
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Some of the dorm students joined the school track team. 

In April, they had several meets where they competed with other high
schools and represented CEC with pride. The dorm students

participated in long-distance running at the tournament and enjoyed
their opportunity to show off the skills they practiced.

In every meeting of the Peace of Mind Club, the students
journal, discuss, or color to relax their minds for the day. The
dorm students who are members of this club enjoy spreading

positivity around the school and participate in various activities
that help keep themselves refreshed and motivated.

 

SPORTS & CLUBSSPORTS & CLUBS
By Jaehyun Park

#Track

#Peace of Mind
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